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A new and unique approach to reducing the risk of cybercrime and speed of response by harnessing 

your greatest asset - people! 

  

Phishing Incidents Response  

PhishBust is an incident response 

platform for phishing attacks that 

bypassed email security controls 

and reported by users. It provides a 

full visibility and a complete 

solution for orchestrated response 

that allows the SOC teams to 

immediately investigate suspicious 

emails with the ability to response, 

quarantine and delete permeantly 

phishing emails from the end user’s 

mail box. 

Empowerment Through Integration 

& Automation  

PhishBust has built-in integration 

with many threat intelligence feeds 

to immediately prevent a phishing 

attack. The automated & 

orchestrated response workflow 

ensures role-based coordination 

between relevant stakeholders to 

report, investigate, quarantine, and 

delete phishing emails from the end 

user’s mailbox in the shortest 

possible time 

How it works 

PhishBust provides a reporter Add-
on that works with email clients. The 
Add-on reported allows users to 
report suspicious emails with one-
click.   

Once reported, PhishBust process 
the email and extracts all artifacts 
including URLs & attachments from 

the reported suspicious email and 
automatically creates an incident. 1) 
The analyst can conduct IP 
Reputation Analysis, Domain 
Reputation Scanning, URL Scanning, 
Site Verification, Email Compliance 
Verification, and Attachment 
Scanning using number of 
intelligence feeds. The analyst can 
handle the incident and make a 
decision immediately and 

quarantine the reported 
email based on the 
results in the console. 2) 
The Analyst then escalate 
the case for second level 
analysis to track down 
the phishing campaign on 
other users who have 
received similar phishing 
behavior. PhishBust will 
provide the results 
including if users have 
read them, clicked on any 
links. PhishBust can 
delete the email from all 
end user mailboxes block 
all URL found 
immediately from all 
security controls. 

Features includes 

 Incidents Management 

 Domain Analysis 

 Attachment Scanning  

 Sandbox Analysis 

 Domain Reputation 

 Ip Reputation 

 Email Compliance Verification  

 URL Scanning & Analysis 

 Exchange Integration  

 Threat Intel Feeds Integration 

 Alerting & Reporting 

 
 
 

PhishBust 

TURNING PEOPLE 
INTO HIVE SECURITY 
 

 

Analyze

Remediate

Detect
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Demo Request  

We will be happy to schedule a 

demo at your convenient time. 

Please email us at demo@sabry.sa    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Sabry  

Sabry Is a Saudi based 
company that is register 
under the name SABRY 
Information Technology Est. 
CR 1010569638. It is 
located in Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia. Sabry is focused on 
building email security 
products and innovative 
Anti-Phishing Solutions.
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